BUILDING A STRONG BRAND TO SUPPORT COMPANY COMPETITIVENESS

Abstract: The objective of this paper is to give a view on the traditional concept of brand equity, and customer based brand equity framework, as well as, their theoretical background, to support the strong brand by providing the marketing implications and suggestions in the process of brand strategy development; to build the strong brand is a key element of profitable businesses with long-term sustainability. There are pointed the marketing strategies of strong brands. Additionally, marketing strategy for high competitive markets and consumers’ behavior, with the special focus to the brands of Czech origins and their problems in the markets.
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Introduction

Building the successful brand is the most important issue of marketing management and strategy. When a company creates strong brand it attracts customer preference and company is more protected against a competition effort. Strong brands obtain good prizes and large market shares through its strong brand management initiatives, and company can plan a growth through the penetration of new markets. In business, having a strong brand can ensure a company's long-term success; companies with portfolios of strong brands create value for the company competitiveness in the market.

1. Brand defined

A brand represents the adding of value to a product; it combines physical and psychological elements. The physical aspect creates the linkage between the brand name and the enterprise or its products, differentiating them from other enterprises or products. The psychological aspect of a brand constitutes the maintenance of uniformity in terms of communications, guarantees and behavior, as well as consistency and conformity to particular requirements.

A brand is represented by branding, which allows the customer to easily identify a product using an identity, which sometimes is formalized in a corporate identity document. A brand is a name, term, design, symbol or any other feature that identifies one sellers good or service as distinct from those of other sellers or
competitors. Brand is more than just names and logos. The identity of a brand needs to be based on a unique idea and told through a compelling story. It needs to connect with potential customers and also form positive emotional bonds among them. The strength of some world known brands enables them to charge a significant price premium. Therefore the brand power is reflected in higher firm valuation.

Brands increase the value of products and services by differentiating them from the competition, creating positive mental associations and forming emotional relationships with the customer. Successful branding focuses on the company brand values which should be obvious from the promotional materials.

2. Brand functions

Brand enables buyers to identify the source or manufacturer of a product. As indicated by Zhang and Sood consumers recognize a brand and activate their knowledge about it. They further indicated that buyers form rational expectations about the functional and other benefits of a brand as a result of their knowledge of the quality and some specific characteristics. Brands reduce the consumer’s (subjective) risk of making an error when purchasing. Branding enables buyers to lower the information costs that arise from assessing alternatives from a larger range of products. Branding offers to consumers an important signal of the quality of products in advance, hence reducing the perceived risk. The brand provides a guarantee of trust in the performance of a product. It also guarantees the continuous performance and advantages of the product. The brand increases the perception of product quality and lowers their variance. This assertion affirms the position that, if the brand serves as a source of reducing risk of purchasing then risk reduction is important determinant of consumers buying behaviour.

3. Brand and company competitiveness

Today’s competition in business forces companies to look for new sources of sustainable competitive advantage that are unique over time, intangible in nature and protective\(^\text{19}\).

Brands are valuable and a major source of competitiveness simply because they increase the inclination of individuals to purchase a particular product of a company rather than that of another company. For products that hold little meaning for the customer, this might be worth less, but in markets where the customer invests his or her ego in the purchase of a particular brand, that meaning can be priceless. Some brands will sell well just about anywhere they show up, because the customer associates them with unique qualities and it meets customer’s values and expectations. In an increasingly intense global business arena, branding can serve two distinct functions\(^\text{20}\):

- A brand ensures an entrenched customer base that is more difficult (and expensive) to displace.
- A brand can provide a company with a foot in the door when seeking to enter new geographic areas. The brand can be a useful offensive tool and defensive tool when you are competing with non-local companies.

The most important value in a brand - to support company competitiveness - is the value that it holds for customers. This value is very difficult and expensive to build but fragile and easy to destroy.

4. Branding and brand equity

Branding is of paramount importance to marketers today, particularly as organizations attempts to communicate the ever complex and intangible messages as part of brand management strategies.\(^\text{21}\) Branding as a concept has been around for many years now. From a customer’s point of view, brands simplify shopping, aid in the processing of information about products, and makes them feel confident of their purchase decision. Managers have also become aware of the fact that the brand has become an important company assets, and focus is needed on the creations of brand equity\(^\text{22}\).

Brand equity is one of the most popular and potentially important marketing concepts which arised in the 1980s. The idea of Brand Equity makes a distinction


between the value a brand has for customers/ consumers (i.e. *the actual added value of the brand*) and the value it has for the brand owner/ company (*brand equity*)\(^{23}\).

- **Brand-Added Value**: extent to which a brand and related associations contribute to the customer’s/consumer’s valuation of the product as a whole.
- **Brand Equity**: the value of a brand for the brand owner/ company as expressed in financial, strategic and management benefits.\(^{24}\)

**Brand equity** generates value through:

- **Brand Loyalty**: reduce marketing costs; trade leverage; attracting new customers (create awareness and reassurance); time to respond to competitive threats
- **Brand Awareness**: anchor to which other, associations can be attached, familiarity liking, signal of substance/commitment; brand to be considered
- **Perceived Quality**: reason to buy, differentiate/position; price; channel member interest, extensions
- **Brand Associations**: help process; information; reason to buy; create positive attitude/feelings; extensions
- **Other Proprietary Brand Assets**: competitive advantage

**Endings of traditional concept of Brand Equity:**

- **Provides value to customers by enhancing customer’s**: interpretations/processing of information; confidence in the purchase decision; use satisfaction
- **Provides value to firm by enhancing**: efficiency and effectiveness of marketing programs; brand loyalty; prices/margins; brand extensions; trade leverage; competitive advantage

**Brand Equity Concept:**

- the concept has been defined as number of different ways for number of different purposes
- no common viewpoint has emerged about how to conceptualize and measure brand equity
- serves as the bridge between what happened to the brand in the past and what should happen to the brand in the future.

### 5. Customers-based brand equity

Customer-based brand equity (CBBE) model incorporate recent theoretical advances and managerial practices in understanding and influencing consumer behavior. It helps answer the two most frequently asked questions \(^{25}\):


What makes a brand strong?  
How do you build a strong brand?

CBBE model provides a unique point of view as to what brand equity is and how it should best be built, measured, and managed.

Brands that have been well engineered have also been heavily invested in creating both tangible and intangible worth.  

What do different brands mean to customers?  
How does the brand knowledge of consumers affect their response to marketing activity?

The Four Steps for Building a Strong Brand
1. Establish the proper brand identity
2. Create the appropriate brand meaning
3. Elicit positive brand responses
4. Forge strong brand relationships with customers

The CBBE model looks at building a brand as a sequence of steps: These four steps represent a set of fundamental questions that customers ask:
1. Who are you? (Brand identification)
2. What are you? (Brand meaning)
3. What about you? What do I think or feel about you? (Brand response)
4. What about you and me? What kind of association and how much of connection would I like to have with you? (Brand relationship)

Figure 1. Customers – Based Brand Equity Framework  
Source: Keller (2008)
Possible Outcomes of CBBE:
(Branding benefits of strong brands)
- Greater loyalty
- Less vulnerability to competitive marketing actions
- Less vulnerability to marketing crises
- Larger margins
- More inelastic consumer response to price increases
- More elastic consumer response to price decreases
- Greater trade cooperation support
- Increased marketing communication effectiveness
- Possible licencing opportunities
- Additional brand extension opportunities

6. Marketing advantages of strong brands

Marketing is not a battle of products, it's a battle of perceptions. The power of a brand lies in what resides in the minds of customers – what they learned, felt, seen, and heard about the brand as a result of their experiences over time. Create a strong brand and maximize brand equity, marketing managers must do following:
Understand brand meaning and market appropriate products and services in an appropriate manner; properly position the brand; provide superior delivery of desired benefits; employ a full range of complementary brand elements, supporting marketing activities, and secondary associations; embrace integrated marketing communications and communicate with a consistent voice; measure consumer perceptions of value and develop a pricing strategy accordingly; establish credibility and appropriate brand personality and imagery; maintain innovation and relevance for the brand; strategically design and implement a brand hierarchy and brand portfolio; implement a brand equity management system to ensure that marketing actions properly reflect the brand equity concept.

6. Marketing strategy on the high competitive market

6.1. Situation on Brands of Czech Origin

Many of the Czech companies realized during the last years how ruthless foreign competition can be. After the falling of the Iron Curtain and the emergence of the free market economy, Czech consumers preferred to buy various foreign products. Most of the famous Czech brands, which went away from the market during the 90’s, are coming back to the shops. The renaissance to buying products with Czech brand names was caused by the disappointment of Czech consumers with the very low

---

quality of foreign goods, especially those from Asia. Consumers realized that brands of Czech origin were of better quality.

The Czech brands still have space in the consumers’ mind. Some very famous and traditional Czech brands survived the crises in 1929, but did not survive the financial crisis in 2008. These includes Bohemia Crystalex Trading, which previously produced 90% of glass in the Czech Republic, with roots from 1876; Carlsbad Porcelain, established in 1794 but currently has very serious operational problems; and producer of matches Solo Sušice in the Czech Republic had to transfer its production to the East.

The world does not know brands of Czech origin because Czech firms prefer to export under foreign names. For instance, the producer of small lorry AVIA Prague exports under the company of Ashok Leyland, which is the second biggest lorry producer in India. Exporting under a foreign brand name helps to increase sales in South America and Russia, because such small lorries do not perform well on the European market. The traditionally known Czech producer of keys and locks FAB sells its products like Ikon in Germany, Vachette in France, and under the brands of TrioVing, Ruko and Assa in Scandinavia. The beer producer Budweiser Budvar, located in the city of České Budějovice, sell beer in foreign market under the brand name Czechvar, because of legal issues. Similar strategies were chosen by Sporten Company which produces 200,000 ski and snowboards for Alpina, Asnes, Decathlon, Hagan, K2 and Rossignol27. On the market in Poland global brands displace brands of Polish origin; by company management decisions company logos are partially modified in order to their innovative look28.

6.2. Czech Consumers’ Behavior

The counterfeiting of famous branded products is big business. International Chamber of Commerce estimates that the share of product piracy in the world’s economy totals about $600 billion a year. The increasing number of illegal copies being seized by customs officials on the EU’s outer borders demonstrates that the business with counterfeit products is booming. The European Commission is particularly concerned about counterfeit medications and safety-relevant products like replacement automotive parts29.

Although consumers consider buying counterfeit products as socially acceptable, many companies see the phenomena as a serious threat. Most commonly imitated goods are clothes, cigarettes and portable audiovisual players are purchased

by Czech consumers, probably, because of their sensitivity to price. The average monthly salary in the Czech Republic is 22,321 CZE (Euro 893). But Czech consumers realize the health risk of counterfeit food products and that is the main reason for the development of the bio food market.

According to a research by the association of Czech Brand\(^{30}\) in 2009; 77% of Czech consumers prefer domestic products or national brand. Czech consumers also like to try products of other brands.\(^ {31}\) Such consumers focus on price before quality and brand image.\(^ {32}\) If Czech consumers buy Czech product they buy it because of the price and long-term tradition. But if they buy goods from abroad, the brand preference is ahead of price and quality. But consumers have a preference for quality, especially when it has to do with food. The demand for bio food is increasing rapidly – but price still wins.

**Marketing Strategy Problem**

Many of the failed Czech brands were phenomenon in their era, but tradition and good quality product are not the only successful factors for a brand. The problem is with the Czech people’s reluctance to engage in rigorous selling, and many companies are aware of this problem. To support the development of good marketing strategy for Czech brands, the Association of Czech Brand was established. The main objective of the Association of Czech Brands is to support and promote brands of Czech origin and advocate for the protection of intellectual property. However, consumers should expect the price of domestic branded products to increase because of higher marketing for bigger visualization on the market.

For management, it is important to note that marketing without a clear brand strategy is a chaotic, costly exercise that in essence is little more than shouting and showing off about the products and services. This does not provide any value for the customer who is mainly the target of the strategy development. In Czech Republic for instance, consumers are exposed to thousands of marketing messages every day through all the various channels of the communication mix. Hence, consumers have become largely immune to meaningless promotional messages, filtering them out and filing them in their mental recycle bins. Spending large sums of money on marketing communication does not guarantee brand equity. In order for the brand of a company to competitive, brand managers must therefore ensure that, the branding message is precise, clear and targeted at the right consumer, and the visibility of the brand should


be unambiguous. Managers must ensure that the brand is clear and easily identifiable in product categories.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it is emphatically clear that the concept of branding is indispensable to any business. Brand plays an important role when consumers are making purchasing decisions. Branding is a key element of building profitable businesses with long-term sustainability. Knowledge of the individual factors of brand equity, as well as, the application of the factors’ conjoint effect, supports managers to develop successful brand strategy. If brand strategy is properly executed, it ensures the competitiveness of firms by increasing market share, gain consumer confidence, increase sales, add value to products and services and reduce marketing costs. In order for the products of a company to be competitive in the market, there is a need for brand building to be consistent, true to the organisation, embodied throughout their activities and consistent with the expectations of consumers. The strong brand should be the main focal point in the marketing and corporate strategy of companies as it provides a compelling platform for the competitiveness of companies. Also, based on the evaluation of the performance of indigenous Czech brands, it is important for managers to follow the very basic principle of promotion, thus, to give information on Czech brands to consumers abroad. There should be a development of a holistic marketing strategy for Czech brands to effectively inform customers both within the country and especially in foreign markets.
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